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Light

Wake up every day with ambient light to 
your favourite music.



Clock Speaker 3
Light
Wake up every day with ambient light to 
your favourite music.

Speaker with radio alarm function and gradually 
increasing light to wake up naturally before the alarm 
or your favourite radio station sounds. Play music via 
Bluetooth. Decorate your bedside table thanks to the 
multicoloured RGB LEDs with touch control.



Getting out of bed in the morning can be a 
much more pleasant experience thanks to this 
speaker with radio-alarm function. The built-in 
multicoloured RGB LED lights brighten gradually, 
thus simulating the sunrise. This way, your 
body wakes up naturally while you listen to your 
favourite music.

Waking up naturally



Why choose when you can have it all? Wake up to a standard alarm or 
your favourite radio station. Use the FM radio function to select your 
favourite radio station and set up two different alarms on this speaker 
with radio alarm function.

In tune with you



This speaker not only decorates your bedside table 
with ambient light but also plays your favourite 
music via Bluetooth or a 3.5 mm jack. Enjoy crystal 
clear, high-quality sound with 8 W power. 

The best sound ever



Discover its built-in RGB LED technology and choose the light colour you like best thanks to the 
Touch Control feature. Just tap on the top part of the device and choose from 3 modes: white, 

colour or rainbow. 

Time to shine… Keep everything under control!
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AUDIO
Sound system: mono 1.0 
Power: 8 W
1 full range speaker: 2.75’’,  8 W
Passive radiators: 1 membrane
Frequency response: 50 Hz ~ 18 kHz
THD < 1%
S/N ratio: > 90 dB

LIGHT
RGB LED lights
3 light modes: white, basic colours and Full Colour
Touch control panel

ALARM FUNCTION
2 alarms that may be set separately
Sunrise simulation using light
Wake up to an alarm sound or the FM radio
Gradually increasing alarm volume
Snooze function

BLUETOOTH CONNECTIVITY
Bluetooth 4.2, class II
Frequency band: 2.4 GHz
Maximum output signal: <20.00 dBm
Supported Bluetooh protocols: HSP / HFP / A2DP 
/ AVRCP 
Up to 10 m range
True Wireless Stereo Technology (TWS) with up to 
10 m range
Hand-free function

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

AUDIO INPUTS
3.5 mm jack input (analogue stereo input)

FM RADIO
Built-in antenna
FM frequency band: 87.5 ~ 108 MHz
Auto search function with 32 presets
Manual tuning and memory presets 

BATTERY
Capacity: 1800 mAh / 3.7 V
Type: Li-Ion
Battery life at medium volume level: 11 hours*
Battery life in clock mode: 45 hours
Battery life in white light mode: 4 hours
Charging time: 3 hours
Power: 5.0 V / 2 A
Charging method: microUSB

* This value is approximate. Battery life depends on the 

selected volume level and type of music.
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